Mathematics Merit Program Scheduled Sessions – Spring 2021

If interested in taking a Math Merit Section, please fill out this online form:
http://go.illinois.edu/MathMeritSP21

If you have any questions, contact Jennifer McNeilly:
326 Altgeld Hall
jrmcneil@illinois.edu

Math 115: Register for one lecture, one regular discussion, and one Merit discussion (Merit discussion will be listed as Math 199)
- Lecture EL1 Asynchronous CRN 46408 Online lecture
- Merit Disc PC1 T 3:00pm – 4:50pm CRN 48356 Online

Math 220: Register for lecture AL1, one Merit discussion, and Math 199 JM1 CRN 48353
- Lecture AL1 Asynchronous CRN 58600 Online lecture
- Merit Disc AD1 TR 9:00 – 10:50am CRN 37536 Online discussion
- Merit Disc AD2 TR 1:00 – 2:50pm CRN 37535 1302 Everitt Laboratory
- Merit Disc AD3 TR 11:00am-12:50pm CRN 58603 Online discussion

Math 231: Register for one lecture (AL1 or CL1), one Merit discussion that begins with the same letter, and Math 199 JM1 CRN 48353
- Lecture AL1 Asynchronous CRN 46026 Online lecture
- Merit Disc AD1 WF 9:00 – 10:50am CRN 46019 Online discussion
- Merit Disc AD2 WF 1:00 – 2:50pm CRN 46022 Online discussion
- Lecture CL1 Asynchronous CRN 46046 Online lecture
- Merit Disc CD1 WF 9:00 – 10:50am CRN 46032 Online discussion
- Merit Disc CD2 WF 11:00am-12:50pm CRN 52972 Online discussion
- Merit Disc CD3 WF 1:00 – 2:50pm CRN 56231 Online discussion

Math 241: Register for lecture BL1, one Merit discussion, and Math 199 JM1 CRN 48353
- Lecture BL1 Asynchronous CRN 55921 Online lecture
- Merit Disc BD1 TR 11:00am-12:50pm CRN 46059 Online discussion
- Merit Disc BD2 TR 1:00 – 2:50pm CRN 52979 Online discussion

Math 285: Register for lecture B1 and the Merit discussion (Merit discussion will be listed as Math 199)
- Lecture B1 Asynchronous CRN 48595 Online lecture
- Merit Disc DE1 R 3:00 – 4:50pm CRN 53557 Online discussion

Math 347: Register for this lecture/discussion section and Math 199 347 CRN 48354
- Lect/Disc C2M MWF 10:00 – 10:50am CRN 67115 Online lecture/discussion
- TR 10:00 – 10:50am Online discussion

*Authorization for this Merit section is handled by the undergraduate Math advising office. See the Course Explorer for more instructions.